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Example 1 
The example refers to Mw 5 earthquake near Santiago de Cuba (Jan 17, 2016). For general 
description of ISOLA, see ISOLA_bookchapter.pdf. For detailed descriptions of the GUI you may want 
to see an older ISOLA_manual.pdf. However, these references do not address the present example. 
 
Data quality (check outside ISOLA) 
Make a very detailed check of all stations that you want to use. Records are stored in folder 
‘eq_cuba_example1\data_SAC’.  Check data quality, for example, in SeisGram software (A. Lomax), 
and make your notes in a readme file. At the same time you can read first-motion polarities; for the 
latter reason, if available, the BH channels are preferred over LH. A few examples of the data analysis 
are as follows. Be aware that, if channels are denoted BH1, BH2, it means, in general, that the sensor 
is not oriented along NS, EW direction. 
 
CU.GTBY in SeisGram: 
1) Record has no visible problem, such as a gap or clip.  
2) Apply the ‘Remove Mean’ and ‘Integrate’: Record has no ‘mouse’. 
3) BH1 component: Utilities, Header Editor: Component azimuth is 90° (as it should be for EW), 
but, for the same record we have also View, Seismogram Info, which contains CMPAZ=270. These 
two pieces of information are inconsistent. User should be cautious about sensor orientation. 
The BH2 component is consistently reported as NS (CMPAZ=0).   
4) Record starts well before the P-wave arrival (~4 minutes before origin time are good for seeing 
noise level, or to see preceding events). Availability of enough time before origin time is particularly 
important for near stations, as we shall discuss in Example 2. 
5) Record ends ~5 minutes after the P arrival, which is ‘on the limit ’, or rather short. Using regional 
stations, ISOLA may often need 7 minutes after origin time (!) – see later in discussion of Event Info 
and TWL.  The second event, at ~4 min. after the first one, presents basically no problems when 
modeling the first one, but should be remembered.  
6) The first-motion polarity of GTBY-Z is a bit puzzling! The first arrival seems to be Up on BHZ. 
However, the first arrival is a high-frequency feature, and after integration (in SeisGram), and 
comparing with a 1 minute of noise before P, it can be interpreted as Down.  
 
CU.MTDJ 
BH1 has azimuth 0, consistently in header as well as in CMPAZ 
BH2 has azimuth 90  
If we can trust CMPAZ, then BH1 and BH2 can be considered as NS and EW, respectively.  
Polarity is unclear. 
 
Some other comments (it is good practice to put them as ‘readme ’ file in some folder, e.g. data_SAC) 
CHIV-EW ... a very small ‘mouse’ (seen after integration). CHIV (D) polarity is clear. 
 
HLG- Z ... HLG(U) polarity is clear; there is a change in baseline at the end of record, ~ 3 minutes after 
P onset; the record is short 
 
LMGC ... nicely long record, and clear polarity LMGC (D)  
 
RCC-Z  … clear polarity RCC(D) 
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Import Data (from SAC to ISOLA ascii format, ***unc.dat) 
Try AutoSAC Import; if it does not work, use SAC Import 
If record does not appear, try changing Big/Little Endian 
Never use ‘Cut’; Use Common Start Time, if enabled. 
E.g., MASC, LGNH, LCCY  can use AutoSac (better !); load N into ‘Read NS’, then all 3 components will 
appear.  
E.g., MTDJ  needs SAC Import.  MTDJ-BH1 to be loaded as “NS” (see above).  
E.g., GTBY needs SAC Import. I loaded BH2 into the so-called 'NS', and BH1 into the so-called 'EW', 
but, remembering inconsistent information about EW, I saved as GTBYunc_non-rot.dat. 
 
CAUTION:  You must always remember what you formally load in the co-called “NS” and “EW” 
(whether BH1 or BH2), especially if components are not oriented along NS, EW.  
The tool provides instrumentally uncorrected files ***unc.dat, usually stored in folder ‘data’, where 
*** denotes a station code. Start times are written in files ***stime.isl, stored in the root.  
 
Rotate Data  
If some station did not record in NS-EW, it is corrected in this tool. For the Rotate tool, the formal 
denotation ‘NS or X’, and ‘EW or Y’ is the same as ‘NS’ and ‘EW’ in the Import tool.   
  
For  GTBY station, I loaded GTBYunc_non-rot.dat,  and changed the sign of the so-called 'EW' [ = the 
so-called ‘Y-component’], in the middle panel, using button ‘flip’. Result was saved as 
GTBYunc_rot.dat, and also  GTBYunc.dat.   
 
Another possible use of the Rotate tool is to convert records from NEZ system to RTZ (R= radial, 
T=transverse, Z= vertical). The RTZ system is not supported in standard ISOLA, because we use 
several trial source positions, and each one would need its own rotation. However, for single-point 
source applications, users may need this system, and then also Green’s functions must be calculated 
in RTZ. Please ask the authors, if needed. Typical applications where RTZ system is preferable are 
analyses of explosions. 
 
Poles and Zeros 
This tool is easy, but careful data preparation for this tool needs some training. Poor understanding 
of some instrument response may cause difficulties, or even wrong results. Detailed and general 
instructions are in Appendix of ISOLA_manual.pdf. For this particular example it is important to study 
in detail the file GTBYBHZ_commented.pz, stored in folder how_ISOLA_pzfiles_GTBY together with 
RESP and SAC-PZ files; you should study carefully all this folder.  
 
Skilled users do not prepare ISOLA pz-files by filling tables in the tool, but edit the corresponding ascii 
files from previous runs (e.g. CCCCBHE.pz). However, it is always recommended to use the Poles and 
Zeros tool for plotting the response.  
 
Event Info 
Enter the hypocenter data, etc.  Choose the Time Window Length (TWL, in seconds) according to the 
hint in the tool. In this example we use TWL = 327.68 s; it implies that all records will be internally 
resampled to 0.04 s and 8192 samples, starting at origin time (OT), t=0. Records ending before t = 
TWL may cause problems, e.g., spurious pulses may occur at their end. Records must always start 
before OT.   
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Data Preparation (from ***unc.dat  to ***raw.dat) 
This tool transforms uncorrected data into instrumentally corrected velocity records. The tool uses 
TWL from Event Info, and pz-files, and also start-time files (***stime.isl). Any time you change TWL, 
you must repeat Data Preparation for all stations! There is also need to re-run Data Preparation for 
some individual stations if you provide their alternative records and start times, for example from a 
different instrument. Files from data preparation are normally saved in folder ‘invert’, but it is good 
practice to create also a spare (backup) folder, e.g. data_ISOLA_raw. 
 
There are basically two main options, with and without pre-filtering. It is recommended to always try 
the mode without pre-filter. This mode includes a taper at the start and end of the time window 
(TWL). The taper length should be selected as large as possible, but not affecting the earthquake 
signal after P-wave onset. Some records, often in case of small earthquakes, near stations, and short-
period instruments, when corrected for instrument response, feature a strong distortion of the 
record after origin time, which cannot be suppressed by the mentioned taper. In that case, use the 
mode with a pre-filter. The high-frequency corner of this band-pass pre-filtering can be Nyquist 
frequency (the default), and the low-frequency corner has to be very carefully designed. The low-
frequency corner should be high enough to suppress the low-frequency noise. At the same time, it 
should be lower than the minimum frequency that we are going to invert (Fmin, see later). It is 
because the pre-filter is not corrected for in later processing! In this sense, the mode with pre-filter 
needs more caution.          
 
GTBY was saved 3-times, as GTBYraw_non-rot.dat, GTBYraw_ rot.dat = GTBYraw.dat. It allows user to 
later simply (manually) switch in the Invert tool between these ***raw.dat files to check the effect of 
sensor orientation. 
 
Try Filters 
This tool can be used to determine the frequency range available for inversion, Fmin, Fmax. To this 
goal, load preferably the corrected records (e.g. CCCCraw.dat).  ISOLA needs the lowest available 
frequencies, i.e. frequencies not spoiled by the low-frequency noise. It is instructive to see how 
records become simpler when decreasing Fmax; equally simple will be their modeling. Study about 
“MSW” in the manual. If using ***raw.dat, you see filtered velocity. You can also integrate, because 
the waveform inversion will (internally) make use of the displacement.   For example, GTBYraw.dat 
record seems good at 0.01-0.03 Hz in velocity, but it has long-period noise in displacement. The 
LCCYraw.dat is not usable at 0.01-0.03 Hz. The range 0.02-0.09 Hz seems to be good at all stations, 
but 0.09 Hz may be too high for modeling distant stations, therefore 0.02-0.06 Hz is better. Is there 
any station which can be inverted in a relatively high-frequency range, 0.03-0.30 Hz [try RCC and 
discuss]? 
 
If using My Filter, note that the Matlab 4-th order filter sometimes fails, then try e.g. order 2 or 3; 
anyway, the order 4 will be successfully used in later ISOLA processing, based on another filter code.  
 
Remember that ***raw.dat records start at origin time. If, for some specific reason, you need to see 
records before the origin time, use Inspect Data to open ***unc.dat. However, such file is not 
corrected for instrument response, so the low-frequency noise may seem to be less strong than after 
the instrumental correction.  
 
Filtered records in Try Filter tool are presented just for checking purpose. They are neither saved 
from this tool, nor later used. Frequency range actually used will be set up in the Waveform Inversion 
tool (Invert). 
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Skilled users skip the Try Filter tool, and rather ‘play’ with the usable frequency range in the Invert 
tool. 
 
 
Calculate SNR 
This is a complementary tool to guess a suitable frequency range, based on ***unc.dat files, but I 
prefer the time-domain inspection of records using Try Filters. Main reason is that the so-called 
‘signal’ in this tool is not the signal but the signal plus noise. Moreover, the ‘signal’ spectrum may 
look apparently high (= good) at low frequencies if baseline instabilities occur.    
 
 
Station Selection tool  
User goes to this tool after checking Data Quality, Import Data, Data Preparation and Try Filters, 
because these tools might indicate that some of the initially intended stations are not usable.  The 
example file network_caribe.stn (in the root) shows many stations, while select1.stn is a sub-set for 
our tests. This tool may have problems with the used version of Matlab. Creating a network sub-set 
file select1.stn is useful, because despite of the Matlab problems, you can almost always apply the 
option “Select All”.  
 
Note that later it will be very easy to remove some stations from the inversion, but a possible 
addition of stations would require not only repeated use of the selection tool but also re-calculation 
of Green’s functions. 
 
Define Crustal Model 
This is a velocity model to be used for calculating the Green functions. Here we use 
Cuba_Seisan2002.cru (in the root folder). It will be always easy to re-define velocity model and re-
calculate Green’s functions.   
  
Seismic Source Definition ( = Trial Sources to be grid-searched) 
Here we use 8 trial positions below epicenter at depth of 5, 7, .. 19 km. For more options, see 
Example 2. 
 
Green Function Computation 
This tool requests the maximum computed frequency. This value,  Green_fmax, should be somewhat 
greater than maximum frequency used in Invert, Fmax, e.g., Green_fmax = 1.5 * Fmax.   Most 
calculations will be usually made with ‘delta ’ time function. Using the moment-rate function ‘delta’ 
means that the inversion is not sensitive to true duration of the source, if this duration is shorter 
than the shortest inverted period 1/Fmax.  
 
Note that user has a possibility to choose the time function also later, in Invert, hence do not hesitate 
to use ‘delta’ in the Green tool.    
 
If it is likely that you will repeatedly use several configurations of trial sources in your modeling of a 
given earthquake, it is useful to save content of the ‘green’ folder in some subfolder, or, to save at 
least information about the trial sources, e.g. …\green\01_vertical.    
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Waveform Inversion (= Invert) 
Never work in the previously open window Invert. Close and re-open. 
 
Frequency Range: Set-up some frequency range, (Fmin, Fmax), but you will probably ‘play’ with it, 
changing several times. For training in this example, I suggest to try 0.04-0.09 Hz (see long non-
modeled wave trains), or 0.01-0.03 Hz (see lot of noise, mainly at LCCY), and finally re-set the range 
to 0.02-0.06 Hz.  
 
Stations: Start always with all stations available in this tool, and later you can re-consider the usable 
stations. It belongs to the most ‘tricky’ features of the processing, and needs some experience. Any 
attempt to automate ISOLA should enable operators to control the station selection and the 
frequency-range selection, too. Note, that ISOLA offers a station-dependent choice of the frequency-
range. 
 
TimeSearch:  Grid searching around origin time. You may initially set up this range as from -10 s to 10 
s, relative to origin time, and later to shorten it to (-5, 5) s. Why not to use a much shorter range?  
 
Type of inversion: It needs a lot of discussion; broad options in this type belong to major advantages 
of ISOLA.  Probably the most common is deviatoric mode (as in GCMT), but the other modes have 
their important specific applications, too.  
 
The full-MT mode is useful for detailed studies of non-DC events, e.g. events in geothermal regions, 
or explosions. 
 
The DC-constrained mode can be used to compare waveform fit of the non-DC and purely DC source 
models; surprisingly, for earthquakes, the two fits are often very similar, putting the non-DC in 
doubts. Another application of the DC-constrained mode is to model a non-DC event as a 
superposition of purely DC subevents. 
 
The fixed-mechanism mode, in which only source position, time and moment are calculated, is useful 
to see how mechanisms reported by other agencies fit your data (e.g. GFZ mechanism in folder 
‘MTs’).  
 
Time function: Changing the time function in Invert is an advanced option. See above (Green 
Functions).  
 
Consider, as example, Fmax = 0.1 Hz. When inverting waveforms at f < 0.1 Hz, all sources with 
duration shorter than 10 s behave as sources of a negligibly small duration (a pulse, or ‘delta’). At the 
same time, a source lasting more than 10 s will not be correctly modeled with ‘delta’ up to  f = 0.1 Hz. 
Modeling would need either more than a single ‘delta-function sub-event’, or it would need a time 
function of a proper duration > 10 s. Alternatively, we would have to model such a source with ‘delta’ 
only up to certain frequency Fmax < 0.1 Hz. Sketch a plot of spectra for a small and large earthquake, 
and consider that source duration is L/Vr, where L is the fault length and Vr is rupture velocity (~3 
km/s).  
 
Correlation diagrams: The recommended option is Use source position (km). [If the button Plot 
correlation on map is enabled, for trial sources distributed on planes, then use it! ] The correlation 
maximum situated far from t = 0 (e.g. 2 s) may indicate a problem with location, origin time, velocity 
model, etc. 
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Results from a run which you consider successful can be stored in a subfolder, e.g.  
invert\01_vertical.  
 
Advanced users are checking many interesting output files in folder ‘invert’ (see the Manual) and that 
is why they save them all!  
 
 
Plot Results (= Plotres) 
Here we discuss results for the inversion with Fmin=0.02, Fmax=0.06 Hz. 
Remember to close this tool after any previous use, and re-open it. 
  
a) Waveforms: The overall fit in the plot is not bad. In details – GTBY has possible problem with 
sensor orientation, HLG is not good in amplitude, MASC-NS is not good at all, LCCY should be 
completely removed due to noise, and SDDR has poor fit, probably due to a too large distance.  
 
GTBY: I repeated inversion twice, copying in invert folder either GTBYraw_non-rot.dat or 
GTBYraw_rot.dat, into GTBYraw.dat. The latter case is considerably better for EW; compare plots 
wave_non-rot.png and wave_ rot.png in folder \invert\01_vertical. We can do such tests having at 
disposal many stations that keep the focal-mechanism solution almost unchanged. With only few 
stations, the use of the badly oriented sensor could destroy the focal mechanism.   
 
HLG: Better to remove from inversion  – it may have a problem with gain (?). 
 
MASC: I did not resolve problem with NS, so this component was removed from inversion. I re-
checked for ‘mouse’ and for sensor orientation, but haven’t got any explanation. Sometimes, the 
incorrectly retrieved focal mechanism can cause such a poor fit at just few components, but here it 
seems to be unlikely. 
 
LCCY and SDDR: removed for reasons stated above, but if kept in inversion they almost do not affect 
the result.  
 
Note that strike/dip/rake of the solution (hereafter shortened to s/d/r) is robust, almost insensitive 
to all these station removals.  
 
Note several possibilities how to save the waveform plot (Export Figure menu). 
 
b) Plot correlation versus source: This panel is always to be seen. Note the high DC% at depths 5-9 
km, all three depths having a good fit; i.e., there is not much reason to prefer the 7-km depth which 
is formally the best one. Then, if 5km is accepted, which is the hypocenter depth reported from 
location procedure, why centroid time is at +2 s, not 0? 
 
c) Plot solution summary: This is the most comprehensive output file, called ‘*best.ps’ or ‘*best.png’, 
see folder ‘output’.  Always carefully check the following: number of used stations, VR, and CN. It 
surprised me that the solution is almost unchanged if keeping only stations LMGC, CHIV, RCC, GTBY, 
MASC. I expected that this configuration will be worse, and will increase CN, but it is not as bad. Try 
both. 
 
d) Plot polarity (see their reading above): We use the puzzling polarity GTBY(D) and clear polarities 
HLG (U), CHIV (D), LMGC (D), RCC (D). Note that these 4 clear polarities would not sufficiently 
constrain the focal mechanism in FOCMEC (J.A. Snoke) or in similar polarity-based software.  
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Polarities for stations not selected for processing can be placed in polarity folder as file extrapol.pol; 
station code, Lat, Lon, and symbol (U, D, or ?). Remember that user must set up the depth for 
polarity plot manually!  Note how strongly the station distribution on focal sphere changes if 
comparing depth 7.2 or 5.2 km. It is interesting to see that for the 5-km depth the stations with non-
clear polarities would be closer to nodal lines. Is it perhaps an indication that true source depth was 5 
km? 
 
[Curious users may want to see mypol.dat files for the two depths in ‘polarity’ folder, in order to 
understand this issue from viewpoint of take-off angles, velocity model, and head waves. See also 
zahradnik_etal_SAMES2015.pdf] 
 
Uncertainty 
A tool which is useful for relative comparison of the MT resolution in different source-station 
configurations. 
It is mainly interesting for inversions in full-MT mode. Some examples can be found in folder 
…\uncertainty\plots_unc. This topic will be treated in more detail with Example 2.  
 
The Uncertainty Mapping tool is obsolete, should not be used in its present form. 
 
Jackknife 
The tool serves for checking stability of the solution (source position, s/d/r angles, DC%, etc.) by 
repeatedly removing single station, or single component. Example:  …\invert\01_vertical\jackresults 
Note that stability of the solution is necessary but not sufficient for correct result. 
 
Forward simulation 
This tool calculates synthetic seismograms for a given source position, time and focal mechanism. It 
has several very practical applications. First of all, it can provide synthetic waveforms for the focal 
mechanism reported by other agencies. We already mentioned this possibility in relation to Invert 
tool (Fixed mechanism option), but the Forward simulation is better because it can prescribe directly 
also time and moment. Another typical application is to model (= predict) seismograms at stations 
which were not used in the inversion, for example, because they were too noisy. The tool also serves 
for creating ‘pseudo-real data’ for synthetic tests, e.g. tests of resolvability of mechanism when 
adding artificial noise. Finally, user might be interested in synthetic low-pass displacement (e.g. f < 
0.01 Hz), to guess how large is the static displacement caused by earthquake. Try this tool after some 
of your inversion runs, to check the available options. 
 
Two additional tests for trial sources below epicenter (01_vertical) 
 
Folder invert\01_vertical_3stations demonstrates results when using only 3 stations MDTJ, LGNH, 
and SDDR. A low-quality solution is reported in best.ps, MT is biased, non-inverted stations are not-
fitted, a false (very large) depth is indicated.  Uncertainty ‘newunc_all_depths.png’ does not indicate 
the problem, but jackknifing shows instability (jack.png and allinv2.dat).  Polarity plot (for 19 km) 
does not help. Even with this wrong mechanism, all clear polarities, not only those used in the 
inversion, are formally fitted well (ball_19km.png). As such it is a good example of danger related to 
few stations.  
 
Folder invert\01_vertical_another_3stations is also for 3 stations, but MDTJ is substituted by HLG. A 
reasonable depth of 7 km is indicated. All polarities are fitted. The same folder contains a subfolder 
with requested depth no.1 (= 5km), because the location depth is 5 km (see Event Info). The request 
of depth no. 1 is made in Invert by answering ‘y’ after pressing Run, and continuing in the interaction 
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with the code.  For the 5-km depth, the focal mechanism is partially contraindicated by polarity misfit 
at RCC and GTBY (ball_5.2km.png). As such it is a good example that sometimes even few stations 
may provide a reasonable estimate of the focal mechanism. If you are curious, run inversion using 
just a single station, e.g. HLG, and discuss the solution. 
 
 

Special tools  
In practice, we encounter situations that are too difficult for standard waveform inversion. For 
example, working with distant stations or stations with doubtful gains, it may be useful to ‘give up’ 
the inversion of waveforms, and process rather their envelopes. The latter however needs some 
polarity information, at least one good polarity (good = clear enough, and with reliable takeoff 
angle). On the other hand, if many good polarities are at disposal, they can be used to strongly pre-
constrain the focal mechanism, and then, the inversion of only few waveforms can add 
complementary information. These methods are demonstrated by the following two tests. The tests 
are rather formal, primarily intended to show the code.        
 
Envelope/Amplitude Inversion  Zahradnik&Sokos_SRL2018.pdf 
 
Inspiration for the use of envelopes in our example may be HLG station, where we detected possible 
problems with gain, to which the envelope method is insensitive. 
 
ISOLA makes processing of envelopes in folder env_amp_inv.  Follow the warning message appearing 
while opening the tool, and remember that it is always useful to delete this folder before starting 
with a new envelope inversion. For possible re-analysis of the calculations you can completely save 
this folder, as in env_amp_inv_SAVE. 
 
For the presentation purpose, to save time, it is not necessary to run the inversion; everything is in 
folder env_amp_inv, you can skip the next paragraph, and continue like if the calculation was made 
and successfully finished.  
 The calculation is based on grid search of strike/dip/rake angles (s/d/r), so it is slow. For that 
reason, and also because the method is not sensitive enough to depth, we used just single depth of 5 
km (elemse01.dat).  We made station selection and frequencies like this: HLG, LGNH, SDDR, 0.02-
0.06 Hz. Other options: inversion of envelope with normalization, no shift of OT, allowing for time 
shifts of 10s.  
 
When calculation finishes, set up the depth to 5 km (it is not automatic!), and, as the first test, do not 
check any polarity. Process, and use the misfit threshold of 10% (i.e. keeping solutions whose 
envelope fit differs by less than 10% from the best fit), then Plot. In the plotting panel, choose Plot 
polarities. Here you can see: a) the ‘best solution’, shown by shading, it has evidently flipped positive 
and negative sectors compared to the correct solution, because envelopes are not sensitive to  
flipped P-T axes, and  b) ‘acceptable’ solutions in the 10% threshold, shown by nodal lines, which are 
almost arbitrary – it is a mess.  
 
Return to the main Envinv panel, mark the box ‘Check polarity’, Add polarities (just one, HLG-U). Now 
the best solution has correct +/- sectors, it is a thrust fault, but still in 10% threshold the solution is 
strongly non-unique.  Repeat with 5% or 3%, the solution apparently improves, but, naturally, due to 
lower percentage its reliability decreases. It is because real data have always errors, thus the single 
best-fit solution, or a relatively narrow group of similar solutions (apparently unique) is of limited 
physical meaning.  
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Much better is another approach: use 3 polarities HLG-U, CHIV-D, LMGC_D. Now, even in 10% 
threshold, the solution is better resolved, see result manually saved in folder 
env_amp_inv\test_depth5km, the plot with_3polarities_10%.png. [The result is taken from out5 and 
copied manually into sdr.dat file which will be used in the next test.] Then plot the envelope fit 
(always for the shaded solution only!), and, similarly to waveform inversions, after Export Figure, you 
can find the figure in the ‘output’ folder, 160117_08_30_23.00_wave.png. 
 
The name of the tool, Envelope/Amplitude Inversion, indicates that besides waveform envelopes, it 
can also invert amplitude spectra. This guide does not contain any example of the latter.  
 
 
CSPS tool (a sub-tool of Invert/Run) fojtikova_zahradnik_SRL2014.pdf 
 
CSPS = Cyclic Scanning of Polarity Solutions. The polarity solutions need to be available in advance, 
before running CSPS. ISOLA has no tool for inverting only polarities into focal mechanism, such as, for 
example, FOCMEC. We acknowledge the help of Lucia Fojtikova, who made the FOCMEC calculations 
for this test (saved in ‘focmec’ folder).  Input data, including 5 observed polarities, azimuths, and 
takeoff angles in velocity model Cuba_Seisan2002.cru, was represented by mypol.dat file from 
‘polarity’ folder, already mentioned above. Output from FOCMEC was manually edited to be a 3-
column file with s/d/r angles, precisely in this order.  
  
The example for the source depth of 5.2 km is in folder \csps\test_FOCMEC_5.2km. To start the CSPS 
modeling, prepare everything as for standard waveform inversion in Invert: HLG, LGNH, SDDR, 0.02-
0.06 Hz. Here we again return to Green functions of 8 depths 5, 7, …19 km. In the Invert tool, after 
pressing button Run, select the CSPS method. In the CSPS window, proceed to Open s/d/r file, folder 
‘csps’, and select the file sdr_FOCMEC_5km.dat, and Plot. We observe a significant non-uniqueness 
(sdr_FOCMEC_5km.png). Then you can modify station selection and frequency range based on those 
previously setup in the Invert tool; then Run. When calculation stops, choose threshold, e.g. 90% 
(analogy of 10% in Envelopes, sorry for such confusion…). Finally you either go directly to Plot, or you 
add some more polarities, e.g. from file extrapol.pol. In both cases the plotted polarities are those of 
station.dat file, but they are not affecting the CSPS calculation at all. They are shown only for 
checking purpose.  All the true use of polarities was made when generating the input sdr.dat file for 
the CSPS tool in FOCMEC. The CSPS tool provides a beachball in ‘Fig. 1’, and also ‘Fig.2’ which is the 
plot of the acceptable solutions color-coded with their variance reduction, shown as a function of 
source depth and moment magnitude.  The beachball from CSPS (out_Fig1_90%.png) is much less 
non-unique than the purely polarity solution (sdr_FOCMEC_5km.png). This difference is nicely 
illustrating the idea and advantage of the CSPS method. It may be interesting for you to re-run CSPS 
for the 5-km depth also with just a single station, HLG. 
 
If you need a waveform plot, there is a button ‘Back to Invert’. The Invert tool will open with the 
best-fit solution from CSPS, being ready for inversion in the ‘fixed mechanism’ mode.  
 
Similar example, based on takeoff angles for the source depth of 7.2 km, is in folder 
\csps\test_FOCMEC_7.2km.  
 
 
 


